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1. Introduction
A lot of enterprise networks are under attack or they already have been attacked by the
adversaries. Red teamers or attackers tend to compromise the environments with new ways
and rely on legitimate tools with sophisticated techniques based on their skill levels. On the
other hand, the job of the blue teamers becomes more challenging and difficult as the
attacker only needs to be successful once to gain access. The blue teamers need to
proactively search for evidence of compromise in the environment and think like “the red
teamers” in order to detect and hunt their activities and their techniques across the network
and the endpoints. In this research paper, we demonstrated some of the red team activities
that based on real life scenarios. We have discussed about various forensic artifacts for
hunting the malicious actors and their traces. We also gave an overview about the Yara Rule
for detecting the malwares and the malicious files. At the end of this paper, we created some
effective SIEM use cases for the sake of hunting, monitoring and detecting the demonstrated
scenarios as well as some hunting tips.

2. Why Threat Hunting?
Many enterprises nowadays are not aware about the different types of the activities that exist
on their network and in the environment. In fact, they don’t know actually if they have been
attacked by some adversaries or some of their servers are compromised. Also, they don’t
know if there are attackers that living on their network as well as what the attackers have
been doing so far over the environment (like collecting data, stealing confidential material,
obtaining login credential for lateral movements activities). With the Threat Hunting, you can
proactively search for any suspicious or malicious activities and look for any signs of attacks
or compromises over the endpoints and the network. Also, the threat hunting digs deep to
find malicious actors in your environment that stealthy remain in the network which will
minimize the risk of an environment and decrease the number of the damage.

3. Windows Forensic
You can't protect what you don't know about, and understanding forensic capabilities and
artifacts is a core component of information security. In Windows forensic analysis, you’ll
recover, analyze, and authenticate forensic data on Windows systems, track particular user
activity on your network, and organize findings for use in incident response, compromised
assessment, internal investigations, and civil/criminal litigation. Whether you know it or not,
Windows is silently recording an unbelievable amount of data about you and your users.
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4. LAB Environment Demonstration
4.1 Red Team
In order to understand what the red teamers can do in the network and what are the various
techniques and activities that can be achieved, we have built a custom lab environment
dedicated for this purpose and we have simulated some of the red team activities based on
real life scenarios. We’ll suppose that an attacker or a red teamer has an initial access to the
network, and hence we will make such malicious activities that can be achieved by the red
teamers (like lateral movements activities) on some of the machines of the network.

4.2 Blue Team
On the other hand, we will also simulate the role of the blue teamers and how they can hunt
the red team activities based on the scenarios that we have created, and what the appropriate
ways to investigate, collect and analyze some of the forensic artifacts that can lead the blue
teamers to hunt the red teamers and how to track their activities and the traces left by the
red team.

4.3 LAB Overview
To make it clear, this is a simple overview of the LAB environment:






Domain Controller Server: DC-01 (Active Directory).
Windows 7 Client: PC-01 (Domain-Joined Machine)
Windows 10 Client: PC-02 (Domain-Joined Machine)
Firewall (For Internet Access).
Kali Linux (Attacking Machine).

Note that for the Kali Linux machine, we will use it only to demonstrate one kind of lateral
movement technique. However, most of the red team activities that we simulated on this
LAB are based on legitimate/native tools provided by Windows.
The Network information of the LAB:



Domain Name: Haboob.local
IP Range: 10.10.10.0/24

In this LAB environment, we will suppose that there is no security solution in place on the
network or in the endpoints (like EDR, SIEM, AV, etc.). In fact, we will rely only on the default
Windows logs and artifacts for the purpose of collecting data and investigating the suspicious
activities. However, we are going to use some Open-Source tools that can help us (as a blue
team) to analyze some of the forensic artifacts.
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5. Scenarios
In this section, we are going to demonstrate some of real life scenarios for hunting and
investigating a number of red team activities. As mentioned previously, we will suppose that
a red teamer has an initial access to the network and has made some malicious activities
over the machines of the domain.

5.1 Remote Execution Tool (Psexec)
Nowadays, many of the red teamers are dealing with such Remote Execution Tools to execute
their commands remotely and get their jobs done and they rely on the default tools
(administrator tools) that are whitelisted on most of the cases. We will start our scenarios
with the Psexec tool. Psexec is a legitimate tool provided by Sysinternals from Microsoft and
it’s being used by most of the administrators on Windows environments. The attackers
usually use this tool to do their malicious activities like lateral movements across the
environment and execute commands remotely. A basic command to get a cmd.exe session
is by using the below command (as shown in figure 1):

Figure 1. Psexec Suspicious Command.

As you can see above, the attacker or the red teamer has executed the malicious command
(from PC-02) and has successfully got a cmd session (PC-01) and has run such commands.
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We can detect this activity from Windows Events on the source machine (PC-02):

Figure 2. Windows Event ID (4648) from Source Machine.

On the above event, you can see that the event type is (Security Event) and the event ID is
4648 and all the details of this activity that captured from the source machine like the user
being used to execute command (Haboob\Ali), the target server which (PC-01.Haboob.local)
and the IP of the server (10.10.10.20) as well as the time of the activity and the source of
machine.
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We can also detect this activity from the destination machine with two event IDs (4624, 4672):

Figure 3. Windows Event ID (4624) from Destination Machine.

Figure 4. Windows Event ID (4672) from Destination Machine.
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There is an artificat to know if the psexec has ever been run by any user or not. Basically
whenver a user executes a command, a Psexec service will be generated on the target
machine and will leave a file on the path C:\Windows with the name (PSEXESVC):

Figure 5. PSEXESVC File on the Target Machine.

It will also generate an event of a service that has been created (from system events) for the
same service (PSEXECSVC.exe) with the event ID (7045):

Figure 6. PSEXESVC Windows Event ID (7045) from Destination Machine.
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You can also detect the creation of this service on the below registry key:

Figure 7. Registry Value for the Service (PSEXESVC).

Speaking of the registry, there is an artifact in which you can detect any Sysinternals tool
(Psexec in our case). The registry value will log the first execution of the tool (after accepting
the Eula in the command line or in GUI):

Figure 8. Registry Value for the Psexec Execution from Source Machine.

As you can see in figure 8, the registry has logged a value for the Sysinternals tool (Psexec)
when it has been executed for the first time on the source machine. This also will help you to
know if any of the Sysinternals tools has ever been executed on a machine.
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Red Team Tip 1: you can change the service name to another name so you can avoid some
detection mechanisms used by security solutions. You can use the switch (-r) along with the
name of the service you want to be created on the target machine:

Figure 9. Psexec Command with the Switch (-r).

The result is a new service name (HaboobSVC):

Figure 10. HaboobSVC File on the Target Machine.

This is a good way to avoid some of the detection techniques used by the blue team. Think
about if there is a rule to detect any file created with the name (PSEXESVC), with the switch
(-r), the service name will be changed to a custom name chosen by the malicious user.
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Red Team Tip 2: there is a famous module on the Metasploit which will create a random
service name and then it will be deleted automatically on the same time. This also will help
you to avoid some detection mechanisms used by security solutions:

Figure 11. Psexec Module on Metasploit.

As a blue teamer, you have to be careful with the above red teaming techniques and always
check the path C:\Windows for any created abnormal file with a suspicious name, also you
can check the registry value to detect any random service name like the one we just created
(HaboobSVC):

Figure 12. Registry Value for the Service (HaboobSVC).
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Windows Prefetch Artifact:
We can hunt the Psexec activity from a known artifact which is (Prefetch). Windows Prefetch
is a memory management feature introduced in Windows XP and Windows Server 2003. It is
used to speed up the Windows boot process and the application startup process. The Prefetch
are stored under %SystemRoot%\Prefetch. Prefetch files contain various metadata, like:
executable name, run count, volume information, files and directories referenced by the
executable, and of course, timestamps.

Figure 13. Prefetch Files.

Figure 14. Prefetch Files (Psexec).

We can clarify that there are a number of executed files (as shown in figure 13), one of them
is Psexec tool. You can also see how many times the Psexec has been run, the path of the
file, and last run times (figure 14). Prefetch is a great forensic artifact which any DFIR
specialist or blue teamer has to use it in order to hunt their enemies.
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Shimcache Artifact:
Shimcache, also known as AppCompatCache, is a component of the Application Compatibility
Database, which was created by Microsoft and used by the Windows operating system to
identify application compatibility issues. This helps developers troubleshoot legacy functions
and contains data related to Windows features. It is used for quick search to decide whether
modules need shimming for compatibility or not. The ShimCache stores various metadata,
such as: File Full Path, File Size, Last Modified time, Process Execution Flag.
As a threat hunter, we can hunt the Psexec activity (and other activities) with Shimcache:

Figure 15. Shimcache Results.

Figure 16. Shimcache Results for PSEXESVC.

You can see on the above figures that we used a Shimcache parser tool to extract the cache
information from the registry hive (SYSTEM). The results are a quite number of tools and files
that whether has an execution flag or not. In our case, the Psexec tool is indeed has been
executed and the execution flag is set to (true).
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5.2 PowerShell Suspicious Commands
PowerShell is very known to the attackers and the red teamers. They often use PowerShell
to achieve their goals and make the job easier. There are common PowerShell scripts that
can be used for enumeration, privilege escalation and persistence. In this scenario, we will
demonstrate that an attacker has used some suspicious PowerShell scripts and executed
malicious commands to achieve the attacker’s goal in the network.
As a threat hunter, we have to always check the PowerShell events in order to detect any
kind of malicious or suspicious commands:

Figure 17. PowerShell Event ID (600).

Figure 18. Microsoft-Windows-PowerShell Event ID (4104).

In the above events, we see that some users have bypassed the execution policy of the
PowerShell. This activity is usually done by malicious users to allow them for running such
scripts which by default the policy is set to “Restricted”. Therefore, it prevents the execution
of PowerShell scripts. The events that triggered this activity can be found on (PowerShell
events “Figure 17”) and (Microsoft-Windows-PowerShell events “Figure 18”).
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After going through the events, we have observed the below suspicious event:

Figure 19. Suspicious Script 1 - Microsoft-Windows-PowerShell Event ID (4104).

Figure 20. Suspicious Script 2 - Microsoft-Windows-PowerShell Event ID (4104).

We can see that a malicious script has been executed on the target machine (PC-02). The
script is PowerView which is a famous PowerShell module that its main goal to enumerate
the target domain (like enumerating domain users, groups, computers, GPOs, ACLs).
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Another suspicious event has been logged as shown in figure 21:

Figure 21. Suspicious Script 3 - Microsoft-Windows-PowerShell Event ID (4104).

This time we have detected the Mimikatz PowerShell script from Benjamin (the author of this
tool). It’s clearly that the attacker has first enumerated the machine with PowerView then
downloaded the Mimikatz and dumped the passwords of the logged in users from memory.
There is another great source for the PowerShell history commands which is a file called
(ConsoleHost_history.txt). The file records all the commands typed by any user in the
PowerShell terminal. By default, it will save all the typed commands (starting from
PowerShell V5 on Windows 10). Actually, this is a good forensic artifact in which we can hunt
for malicious commands of any suspected compromised user (or se it proactively for
hunting). See the figure 22 for the location of the file.

Figure 22. PowerShell History File Location.
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After opening the file, we can see all the commands that have been typed as shown below:

Figure 23. The Content of the PowerShell History File.

We can confirm that the whole target domain is compromised from the above commands
(Figure 23). Basically, the attacker or the red teamer has used the malicious scripts as we
explained before (PowerView.ps1 and Mimikatz.ps1). Then, he dumped the passwords of
another computer (PC-01) from the memory by using the (Invoke-Mimikatz). After that, he
enumerated the Domain Controllers of the current domain (Haboob.local). Then, he
connected to the DC-01 using a Domain Admin credentials (Ali) with the PowerShell Remoting
(PSSession). Moreover, we can confirm this activity by checking the Windows security events:

Figure 24. Attacker Successfully Connected to DC - Windows Security Event ID (4648).
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5.3 Dumping NTDS.dit File
NTDS.dit file is a database of the Active Directory that stores all the information about user
accounts, groups, password hashes. Whenever an attacker or a red teamer has Domain
Admin privileges (as demonstrated on the previous scenario) and connects to the Domain
Controller (DC), he usually collects the NTDS.dit file from the DC in order to dump the file and
extract all the password hashes of all the domain users including the high privilege accounts
(such as Domain Admins) and then he can crack the passwords offline to get clear text
passwords.
This activity (stealing the NTDS.dit file from DC) is usually done by using the vssadmin utility
from Windows which will enable the creation of shadow copies for any drive (C drive in our
case). This will allow the attacker to copy any file on the disk even if the file is running and
cannot be copied in a normal case (such as NTDS.dit file which cannot be copied). Below is
the command to create a shadow copy for C drive and copy the NTDS.dit file:

Figure 25. Vssadmin Command and Copy NTDS.dit.

We can detect this activity from the Windows events (system events) with the ID (7036):

Figure 26. Shadow Copy Event – System Event ID (7036).
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After investigating the security events, we found another event for using the vssadmin utility:

Figure 27. Vssadmin Process - Security Event ID (4904).

Also, this activity has been triggered in the Windows event (application event):

Figure 28. VSS Shadow Copy - Application Event ID (13).

There is a great artifact for which you can observe and detect any shadow copy has been
created on the Domain Controller. This artifact can be found in the registry and you can know
how many shadow copies have been created:

Figure 29. Registry Value for Shadow Copies Information.

In figure 29, you can see that there are two registry keys for the two shadow copies that have
been created. As a threat hunter, you have to not rely only on the windows event for detecting
this kind of activities, in fact, you have to investigate all the artifacts on the machine as well
as guessing what an attacker can do in a critical server like the DC? Asking yourself such
questions will help you to speed up the investigation.
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5.4 Persistence with Schedule Task
Whenever an attacker of a red teamer has compromised a machine or has a full control over
the domain, he usually creates a persistence way on the machine. Some of the persistence
techniques used by the red teamers are the schedule tasks. A schedule task can be created
to make a program or an executable file running in a period of time (like every day, every
week, or at a specific time).
We will check the Windows event (schedule task events) to see if there is any abnormal
schedule task has been created:

Figure 30. "update_software" Task Schedule - TaskScheduler Event ID (106).

Figure 31. "update_software" Task Schedule - TaskScheduler Event ID (100).

The above events from the TaskScheduler events type show that there is a task schedule has
been created by NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM with a task name (update_software). Although the
name of the task schedule seems to be normal and not suspicious, but as a threat hunter we
have to investigate more on this task and confirm whether the task is a normal or indeed it’s
a malicious task.
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We will go to the location of all the tasks (C:\Windows\System32\Tasks) in order to find and
open the task in question (update_software) and see its configuration:

Figure 32. "update_software" Task File.

We opened the file (update_software) on the notepad to see the content of the task:

Figure 33. "update_software" File Content.

After checking the content of the file, we can find that the task is scheduled to execute a bat
file called (update.bat) on C:\Windows\Temp.
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We will go the location of the bat file (C:\Windows\Temp) to check if the bat file is still there:

Figure 34. "update.bat" File.

The file is indeed there, we opened the bat file to see its content:

Figure 35. "update.bat" File Content.

The content of the bat file is a PowerShell command which uses the Net.WebClient class to
download a file called (run.ps1) from a suspicious IP. As a threat hunter, we will check the
suspicious IP in VirusTotal to see if the IP is marked as a malicious on some AV engines:

Figure 36. VirusTotal Results.

We can confirm that this is a malicious activity and the IP seems to be a server owned by an
attacker which is being used to download and execute a malicious PowerShell script file
(run.ps1) in a scheduled time.
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5.5 Persistence with Autorun
As we explained the persistence way of the schedule task that is being used by the attackers
and red teamer, there is another persistence way which also is being used quite often by the
bad guys that is “Autorun”. The Autorun can be used to configure a program or an executable
file to run during system bootup or login. As a threat hunter, we will investigate the known
registry keys for Autoruns, and one of the keys is (Run) key. After checking this key, we found
a registry value that configured to be an autorun as shown in figure 37:

Figure 37. Explorer Export Autorun.

The name of the file as well as the path seem to be normal but remember that as a threat
hunter we have to always investigate. We will go to the location of the file (ExExporrt.exe):

Figure 38. "ExeExporrt" File Location.

In figure 38, We can observe that there are two files with almost the same name. We don’t
know which of them is a suspicious file and the other is a normal or a legitimate file.
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We analyzed the properties of the two files and compared them together:

Figure 39. Comparing the Two Files.

After comparing the two files, it’s clearly that this file (ExtExporrt) is a suspicious file. The
suspicious file has a product name “Apache HTTP Server” which could be an HTTP reverse
shell. On the other hand, the normal file has a Microsoft signature. Also, the modified data of
the suspicious file comparing to the normal file is a big difference which gives us a sign. We
can also detect this activity by using the Sysinternals tool “autorun” from Microsoft:

Figure 40. Autorun Sysinternals.

We can easily detect the suspicious autoruns by looking for the “Not Verified” publisher. The
malicious file has a “Not Verified” flag whether the rest have a “Verified” flag.
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Now, we confirmed that this is a malicious file being used on the machine (PC-01) and could
be an HTTP reverse shell that the attacker uses it to connect back from the victim machine
each time the user logs in. Suppose that this malicious file is exist on another machine, and
actually we don’t know if the file indeed is existing on another machine or not. The attacker
may use the same executable but with a different name and different location and maybe we
don’t find it on the autoruns or in the schedule tasks (as shown before). In this case, we could
use the “Yara Rule” which is basically a way to create a rule for a specific file and then it looks
for that file based on some strings/characters that you identify it. For this scenario, we
extracted the strings of the malicious executable (ExtExporrt.exe) and then we created a
simple Yara Rule that looks for some strings of the malicious file that we identified it:

Figure 41. Yara Rule for (ExtExporrt.exe).

Then we ran the rule on the machine (PC-02) to look for those strings over all the files/folders:

Figure 42. Yara Rule Command.

We have actually found three malicious files with the same malicious executable that we
previously found (ExtExporrt.exe). The new malicious files are found on multiple location on
the machine (PC-02) with different names. You can note that one of them is on the Recycle
Bin which it has been deleted.
For this purpose, we used this Yara Rule only on one machine, imagine if we are in a domain
that has a lot of computers (such as more than 500 Domain-Joined Computers) and we run
such a rule on those machine. Also, think about if we have an EDR that supports the use of
Yara rule, with this way, we can run a Yara rule from the EDR management over all the agentconnected machines. With this way, we can save a lot of time for hunting and investigating.
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Amcache Artifact:
Amcache is a great forensic artifact that is a must for any DFIR specialist to use it during the
threat hunting and the investigation. The Amcache.hve file is a registry file that stores the
information of executed applications. These executed applications include the execution path,
first executed time, deleted time, and first installation.
We can use the tool AmCacheParser from Eric Zimmerman to analyze the Amcache results:

Figure 43. AmcacheParser.exe Command.

Figure 44. Amcache Results.

We can see that two malicious files (install.exe & test.exe) have been executed on the machine
with different times. Note that Amcache stores SHA1 hash (same hash for the two files).
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5.6 Dumping LSASS Process (Procdump)
Many of the red teamers use Procdump tool for malicious activities in order to get a high
privilege in the machine or domain admin privileges. Basically, they use the tool (Procdump)
to dump the LSASS process from memory and then download the DMP file in the attacker’s
machine in order to use such offline tools like Mimikatz to extract the passwords of the
logged in users in a clear text (or NTLM hash). The Procdump tool is a legit tool from
Sysinternals by Microsoft and used on Windows environments.

Figure 45. Procdump Basic Command.

In figure 45, we demonstrated that an attacker or a red teamer has executed the Procdump
tool to dump the LSASS process to get the DMP file (lssas.dmp in our case).
We can hunt this activity by reviewing the below registry key (as explained previously):

Figure 46. Registry Key for Procdump Activity.

As you can see in figure 46, there is a registry key to record any executed Sysinternals tools.
Whenever an attacker (or any user) has accepted the Eula (accepteula), a new record will be
created in this registry key: HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Sysinternals\
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We can also detect this activity from the Prefetch as shown below in figure 47:

Figure 47. Prefetch Results for Procdump.

In figure 47, you can see the Prefetch results for the Procdump activity as well as some data
like the last execution time, how many times has been run, the created time, the path of the
executed tool and other information that Prefetch provides.
Benjamin, the author of the Mimikatz, has created a YARA Rule to detect any use of DMP file
by LSASS process. If you are not sure if there is any LSASS DMP file in your machine or in
the domain, simply use the rule and fire it on the machine:

Figure 48. YARA Rule to Detect LSASS DMP File.

Figure 49. YARA Results.

We can see in figure 49 that the YARA rule has detected a DMP file. The DMP file is indeed an
LSASS DMP file that has been matched to the rule. (which is the same we found previously).
Note that you can find all the used tools and resources for the all the demonstrated scenarios
in the reference section.
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6. Hunting with SIEM
Most of the enterprises nowadays have implemented such solutions for monitoring their
traffic & logs and to have a full visibility over the network and the endpoints and detecting
any kind of attacks. Solutions such as Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) is
mostly being used in many environments for collecting and analyzing the logs from different
resources. In additional to that, the SOC team or the threat hunters could monitor their daily
traffic through the use cases. The problem is that most of the built-in use cases in the SIEMs
are poorly written and generate a lot of false-positive. Hence, as a best practice, we will
create high effective use cases based on the scenarios we just demonstrated; for the purpose
of hunting and detecting the red team or attacker activities.

6.1 Psexec Use Case
-

Any command that contains: \\IP-Computer_Name AND (-u OR -p) AND (cmd OR
cmd.exe) AND -accepteula
Any running executable: PsExec64.exe OR PsExec.exe
Any file creation for (PSEXESVC.exe)

6.2 Suspicious Commands Use Case
-

Any execution policy bypass: -ExecutionPolicy bypass OR -ep bypass
Any attempt to download a file: DownloadString OR New-Object Net.WebClient
PowerShell Remoting: Enter-PSSession
Any attempt to enumerate the machine or connect to a share: net AND (use OR users
OR group OR localgroup OR /domain OR /dom)

6.3 Dumping NTDS.dit file Use Case
-

Any commands that contains: create shadow OR list shadows
Any attempt to copy NTDS.dit file: copy AND NTDS.dit

6.4 Procdump Use Case
-

Any commands that contains: (-ma lssas.exe OR *.dmp) AND accepteula
Any running executable: procdump64.exe OR procdump.exe

The above use cases are just examples (and not limited to) for creating effective use cases.
It might generate false-positive, but as a blue team, it’s worth further investigating the
matched rules and make sure if it’s indeed a false positive or a real malicious activity.
However, you could create better use cases than the previously created.
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7. Hunting Tips
From the writer perspective, below are some of the threat hunting tips that could help
you during a compromise assessment engagement (and it’s not necessary to be
followed):
 As a threat hunter, you have to cover everything across the environment as
possible including the network and the endpoints.
 In the endpoints, monitor and search for processes, file creation, commandline arguments, PowerShell commands, known malicious script types (vbs, bat,
ps1), scheduled tasks, services, autoruns, suspicious EXEs, TEMP folder and
hidden files.
 In the network, monitor and search for suspicious outbound/inbound
connections, access to suspicious web files (php, aspx) continuously,
connections with random ports, RDP connections, any spike in the traffic.
 Whenever you find a suspicious activity and you are not fully sure about it, try
to investigate that activity until you make a decision that is a false positive or
indeed a malicious activity.
 Windows is recording almost everything, so try to find out and understand
(what Windows records) and use it for your hunting purposes.
 In case you don’t have any security solution for storing the logs (like SIEM, EDR),
Windows Events should be your friend.
 Threat intelligence information are a very important for hunting the bad guys.
The Indicator of Compromise (IoC) of a previous attack or engagement will help
you in the investigation process and hunting a known malicious group.
 A solution like EDR is a good for hunting in a large scale environment, but don’t
rely on it most of the time (DFIR skills is important).
 There are many artifacts can be found on Windows machines (some of them
are covered in this paper), so use the artifacts wisely.
 Remember always to “think like a red teamer or an attacker”.
 Before starting the hunting process, assume that the enterprise is already
breached and make an assumption for that.
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8. Conclusion
As a threat hunter or DFIR specialist, it’s important to sweep over the endpoints and the
network and try to cover everything as possible for the sake of hunting and detecting the
malicious activities. Windows is recording a huge amount of user activity, and we, as threat
hunters, have to focus on the artifacts (and other data) in order to catch any suspicious
activity and proceed our investigation during a compromised assessment or an incident. In
this research paper, we have covered some of the red team activities that we observe many
times and we used some of the artifacts to hunt the bad guys. However, there are still many
techniques that the red teamers or the attackers can use over the machines and the domain.
Hence, you have to be always ready for any kind of attack and prepare the team and the
technology to defeat the attackers and protect your assets from the enemies.
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